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Document History
This proposal is a revision of the following:
• L2/18126: “Preliminary proposal to encode Old Uyghur in Unicode”
• L2/18333: “Proposal to encode Old Uyghur in Unicode”
• L2/19016: “Revised proposal to encode Old Uyghur in Unicode”
It incorporates comments made by the UTC Script Ad Hoc Committee and other experts in:
• L2/18168: “Recommendations to UTC #155 AprilMay 2018 on Script Proposals”
• L2/18335: “Comments on the preliminary proposal to encode Old Uyghur in Unicode (L2/18126)”
• L2/19047: “Recommendations to UTC #158 January 2019 on Script Proposals”
The major changes to L2/19016 are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revision of the proposed repertoire on the basis of printed specimens (§ 5)
Additional details of the script repertoire and its evolution (§ 4.3)
Revision of the encoding model for aleph and nun (§ 6.1.1)
Redefinition of zayin from a dualjoining to rightjoining letter (§ 6.1.4)
Notes on representing ambiguous readings of pairs of letters (§ 6.1.12)
Addition of a character used for producing an ornamental terminal (§ 6.5)
Tables showing comparisons of letterforms from various sources (tables 1–3)

A previous version of this proposal was reviewed by the following experts:
• Yukiyo Kasai (Centrum für Religionswissenschaftliche Studien, RuhrUniversität Bochum)
• Dai Matsui (Graduate School of Letters, Osaka University)
• Mehmet Ölmez (Department of Modern Turkic Languages and Literatures, Istanbul University)
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1 Introduction
The ‘Old Uyghur’ script was used between the 8th and 17th centuries across Central Asia for recording reli
gious, literary and administrative documents in Turkic languages, as well as Chinese, Mongolian, Sanskrit,
Sogdian, and Tibetan. It was the basis of vibrant scribal and blockprint cultures across Central Asia. Four
main styles of the script are observed in the attested records: square, semisquare, semicursive, and cur
sive. The ‘square’ style is the formal style used for religious and literary manuscripts. The ‘cursive’ style
occurs in numerous civil and administrative documents from the 12th through 15th centuries. The script
was developed further through the usage of block printing. This advancement established a style that may
be considered a ‘print standard’, although one that reflects the phase of the script used in the 14th century.
Numerous folios and fragments of blockprinted books have been preserved. This ‘standard’ blockprint
style is similar to the inscriptional type, which appears on the stone walls of the Cloud Platform at Juyong
Guan, Beijing, erected in the 14th century (see fig. 47).
The writing system is situated in the middle of a script continuum that originates from the Sogdian script of
the ‘Ancient Letters’ and terminates at modern Mongolian. The Uyghur script developed from the ‘cursive’
style of the Sogdian script during the 8th–9th century (Kara 1996: 539). Just as speakers of Turkic languages
adopted the Sogdian script, speakers of other languages in Central Asia turned to the Uyghur script to develop
new orthographies. A popular narrative states that in the 13th century, the scholar and former chancellor of
the Naiman Khanate known as Tata Tonga developed an orthography for writing the Mongolian language
using the Uyghur script during the reign of Genghis Khan. The Uyghurbased Mongolian script developed
into a distinctive script with its own scribal and print culture, and itself generated a few offshoots.
The Uyghur script was used in multilingual documents alongside major Asian scripts. There are documents
containing Uyghur script with intralinear Han characters; Manichaean script with Uyghur on the reverse;
Chinese manuscripts with Turkic translations in Uyghur script; and texts written in Uyghur with interlin
ear Sanskrit annotations in ‘Turkestani’ or Central Asian styles of Brahmi. The Uyghur script also occurs
in records containing the Phagspa script, and in annotations accompanying the Khitan large script in a
manuscript fragment. Documents containing text in both the Uyghur and the Arabic scripts are also ex
tant. The script was also used in parts of Iran. By the 16th century the Uyghur script was replaced by new
orthographies for Turkic languages based upon the Arabic script; although its usage in Gansu is attested
through the 17th century.
At the beginning of the 20th century, German and Russian scholars adapted the Uyghur script for modern
typesetting. Texts in the Uyghur script were edited and published by F. W. Max Müller, V. V. Radlov, and
others (see fig. 48–50). At least two styles of metal types were produced for printing these editions, based
upon the square style used in manuscripts and the style used in block prints.
There has been active modern scholarship on the Uyghur script and manuscripts since the early 20th century.
It was during this time that European expeditions to Turfan unearthed vast amounts of materials in Uyghur
and other scripts. The past century has witnessed increasing growth of interest in Uyghur sources of the 8th
through 15th centuries within studies of cultures, peoples, and polities of the Silk Road. Various institutions
that obtained materials from Turfan and other sites have digitized their collections or are in the process of
doing so, such as the BerlinBrandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften (BBAW), British Library, and
other institutions associated with the International Dunhuang Project (IDP).
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2 Script identifier
The name ‘Uyghur’ (/ʊjɣʊr/) has variant transliterations, transcriptions, and spellings in English, such as
‘Uighur’, ‘Uigur’, ‘Uygur’, ‘Uyǧur’, as well as ‘Ouïgour’ in French, ‘Uigurisch’ in German, etc. The term
is used for referring to the script discussed here. However, as the modern Uyghur language is written using
an orthography based upon the Arabic script, the phrase ‘Uyghur script’ may refer to both the historical
Sogdianbased script and the Arabicbased script. In order to differentiate between the two, the descriptor
‘Old Uyghur’ is often used as a matter of convenience for referring to the historical script.
To be sure, neither ‘Uyghur’ nor ‘Old Uyghur’ is an entirely accurate designation for the script. The
renowned Turkologist, Gerard Clauson notes that the “name is probably as anachronisic as that name when
applied to the language” (1962: 100). The script had been in use in Central Asia before the Uyghur language
became prominent in the 8th century (1962: 43). However, Clauson concludes that “no useful purpose would
be served by suggesting some other name” (1962: 100–101). This proposal follows Clauson’s conclusion.
For purposes of identifying the script in Unicode, the adjective ‘Old’ is appended to ‘Uyghur’ in order to
distinguish the script from the later Arabic orthography used for writing the modern Uyghur language, which
is not directly related to the Uyghur language of the 8th century. Given the polysemia of ‘Uyghur’, the term
‘Old Uyghur’ has become common for referring to the script, even if it is imprecise.
The proposed Unicode identifier for the script is ‘Old Uyghur’, which is a scholarly designation. The name
applies specifically to the script within the context of Unicode, and it does not apply to any language, culture,
or community. The script is also known generically as ‘Uyghur’, without the descriptor ‘Old’.

3 Encoding history
3.1 Justification for encoding
Although the Uyghur script is derived from Sogdian and is the ancestor of Mongolian, and shares similarities
with both scripts, there is a requirement to represent Old Uyghur in plain text, particularly for distinguishing
these scripts for the creation, processing, and digitization of text on the basis of character identity. There is
a justification for separate encoding of Old Uyghur:
• The repertoire, order, and names of Uyghur letters is based upon that of Sogdian. The proposed en
coding for Old Uyghur retains these attributes. The Mongolian encoding uses different names and
ordering for letters, which reflect Mongolian preferences and pronunciations. Mongolian letter names
do not correspond to Uyghur values.
• Following from the above, a separate encoding preserves the glyphic distinctions of formal Uyghur
in multilingual contexts that include Sogdian and Mongolian text. In particular, Mongolian glyphs do
not adequately transmit the aesthetic and orthographic features of Uyghur letters.
• The proposed encoding for Uyghur is based upon a palaeographic and graphetic model. The Unicode
encoding for Mongolian is based upon a phonetic model, which presents several issues and is unsuit
able for the Uyghur script. The proposed model for Uyghur offers a practical implementation for a
vertical script that avoids the complications of the Mongolian model.
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3.2 Previously proposed encodings for Unicode
Proposals to encode Old Uyghur were previously submitted to the Unicode Technical Committee (UTC)
by Omarjan Osman: “Proposal for encoding the Uygur script in the SMP” (L2/12066) and “Proposal to
Encode the Uyghur Script in ISO/IEC 10646”. These proposals provide valuable background on the history
and usage of the script, and details about the representation of letterforms and orientations of the script in
different manuscripts. Based upon the provenance and attributes of two important sources, Osman identified
two major variations of the script along a geographic basis. He describes the ‘western’ form as being written
horizontally from right to left, and an ‘eastern’ form that is written vertically from top to bottom (p. 11).
Osman thought it necessary to accommodate both orientations of the script through character encodinng.
Thus, his proposed repertoire contains upright glyphs for the horizontal form and the same glyphs rotated 90
degrees counterclockwise for the vertical form.
The model presented in L2/13071 is ambitious, but it is not practical for purposes of character encoding.
It is also incompatible with the Unicode characterglyph model. The encoding of separate characters for
horizontal and vertical orientations of a letter results in a model that establishes separate semantic values
for glyphic variants of a given letter. Such a repertoire is redundant and prone to complications, for exam
ple, errors caused by usage of a horizontal letter in a string of vertical characters, etc. It would be more
appropriate to consider such glyphs as directional variants instead of separate characters. Moreover, instead
of attempting to accommodate orientations of the script at the character level, it would be practical to use
markup and layout to achieve the desired display. Nonetheless, Osman’s proposal is a useful resource for
further investigating the requirements for encoding Old Uyghur. His proposed repertoire includes digits and
several diacritics (whose exact provenance is not given), which must be investigated in order to determine a
complete character repertoire for representing Old Uyghur texts.

3.3 Existing standards
There are no existing formal standards for the Old Uyghur script. The closest related digital standard for
the script is the Unicode encoding for Mongolian. Recently, the government of China published a standard
known as “GB/T 363312018 ‘Information technology – UigurMongolian characters, presentation charac
ters and use rules of controlling characters”’. According to Liang Hai, GB/T 363312018 is a subset of GB/T
262262010, which is China’s standard for encoding Mongolian — based upon the complete Unicode encod
ing for the script — and equivalent to Mongolia’s MNS 4932: 2000. Another subset of GB/T 262262010
is GB/T 259142010, which provides a standard for the modern writing system for the Mongolian language.
Given the reference to “UigurMongolian”, it is apparent that the standard is intended for the representation
of the early stages of the Mongolian script, using the phonemic model of the Unicode encoding and similar
glyphs. However, it is not a characterencoding standard for Old Uyghur.

4 Script details
4.1 Structure
The Old Uyghur script is a cursive joining alphabet, with features of an abjad, and is characterized by
its normatively vertical orientation. Its historical repertoire consists of 18 letters, which are derived from
Sogdian, and ultimately from Imperial Aramaic. The letters represent consonantal sounds, while three are
used for expressing vowels, following the Semitic convention inherited from Sogdian: aleph, waw, yodh.
The rich vocalic repertoire of Turkic languages is represented using combinations of these letters in diagraphs
and trigraphs (see § 8.1).
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Diacritics are used for diambiguating letters with similar appearances and for representing sounds for which
distinctive letters do not exist (see § 8.2).
The cursive joining feature of the script is similar to that of Sogdian, with letters joined together at the
baseline. Letters have an independent shape, which is used in isolation, and contextual shapes when they
occur in initial, medial, or final position in a cursive string. All letters are dual joining; however, in some
sources, the connection following zayin is suspended (see § 7).

4.2 Directionality
The conventional direction of writing for Old Uyghur is vertical, from top to bottom in columns that run from
left to right. The vertical orientation is confirmed by biscriptal documents containing Han characters and
Central Asian Brahmi. In some Iranian documents from the 14th century, the script is written horizontally.
This may be influenced the Arabic script. When Old Uyghur texts were begun to be printed in the 20th
century, publishers maintained fidelity to the standard vertical orientation (see fig. 49, 50). There are two
appropriate orientations for Old Uyghur in digital representations:
Horizontal

𐺄𐺎𐺅𐺎 𐺅𐺟𐺌

𐼃 𐺟𐼈𐺢𐺟𐼁𐺇

𐺟𐼈𐺢𐺟𐼃 𐺟 𐺟𐺟𐼃

𐺅𐺇  𐺟𐺟𐺟

Vertical

𐺅𐺇  𐺟𐺟𐺟
𐺟𐼈𐺢𐺟𐼃 𐺟 𐺟𐺟𐼃
𐼃 𐺟𐼈𐺢𐺟𐼁𐺇
𐺄𐺎𐺅𐺎 𐺅𐺟𐺌

• Vertical By default, the script should be oriented vertically, especially when an entire text block
contains only Old Uyghur characters. A vertical orientation should also be used when Old Uyghur
occurs with other scripts that can be rendered in the same direction.
• Horizontal In applications that do not support vertical layout or in contexts where the majority of
surrounding text is nonvertical, Old Uyghur may be oriented horizontally and treated as a typical right
toleft script. In such instances, Old Uyghur character glyphs should be rotated 90 degrees clockwise
with respect to their orientation in the code chart, and text should be set in horizontal lines that run from
right to left, in successive lines from top to bottom. This orientation is identical to the conventional
layout for scripts such as Sogdian and Arabic.
The horizontal, righttoleft orientation is used by scholars and publishers for short excerpts of Old Uyghur
text because it is a convenient method to print Uyghur words and phrases in multilingual contexts that also
contain Arabic, Cyrillic, Devanagari, Tibetan, and other scripts (see fig. 56). Given the global range of
scholars of Turkic studies, it is likely that these users will prefer to read the script with glyphs oriented
upright, as in the regular display of Arabic, when it appears in horizonal environments.
Throughout this document, Old Uyghur characters are presented in their conventional vertical forms when
they occur in examples, and in horizontal righttoleft orientation in Latinscript environments.
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4.3 Repertoire
The traditional Old Uyghur alphabet consists of 18 letters. The repertoire appears in the margin of the
manuscript U 40 (see fig. 1), which contains a Manichaean text and is dated to the 9th century:

The inventory contains 21 characters, to be read from left to right. The first 17 are the basic letters of the
script: aleph, beth, gimel, waw, zayin, heth, yodh, kaph, lamedh, mem, nun, samekh, pe, sadhe, resh, shin,
taw. The names and order follow the scholarly convention based upon Aramaic names; however in this
inventory, the glyphs for samekh and shin are swapped. The four letters that follow are not clear due to
blemishes in the manuscript. Clauson (1962: 107) suggests that they are ‘hooked resh’, a final samekh (or
shin), a final mem, and a twodotted heth; however, he does not offer an explanation for the presence of #18
and #19 in this list.1
The inventory is important in that it provides:
• attestation for the full repertoire and order of the alphabet.
• evidence for the independent forms of letters, as attested by the inclusion of final mem (#19) as well
as its independent form.
• distinctive shapes for aleph (#1) and nun (#11), in which the former is written with an initial hori
zontal stroke before the triangle, while the latter begins with a rounded stroke. These letters are also
distinguished from zayin (#5) on account of their terminals.
• distinctive shapes for beth (#2) and yodh (#7), which are distinguished both by the curvature of their
bodies and the length of their terminals.
• distinctive shapes for gimel (#3) and heth (#6), which are identified by their terminals.
• distinctive shapes for samekh (#12) and shin (#16), that being the presence of the elongated down and
rightward initial stroke in the latter, from which the second stroke merges at the midpoint.

final mem and
𐾼

I should like to offer a comment on Clauson’s identity of characters #18 and #19. Characters #20 and #21 are


𐺂



(#20) is included because it differs considerably from its independent form
the twodotted heth, respectively. Final mem
(#10). I am less satisfied with Clauson’s identification of #18 and #19. Clauson states that #18 is the ‘hooked’ resh. While, this
letter follows taw in the natural alphabetic order, its shape in the manuscript resembles , not the convention form 𐾄 of ‘hooked’
resh. This
is an alternate form of final aleph / nun, which is a common form that the scribe would recognize as a ‘special’
character with a distinctive shape. Secondly, Clauson states that #19 is a ‘final samekh (or shin)”. However, samekh does not
have a ‘special’ final shape that differs significantly from its ‘regular’ final form (or that of shin, for that matter). It appears




𐺂

1



• evidence for the usage of diacritics to expand the alphabet. The twodotted heth is a common character
used for representing /x/ or /q/.

to me that #19 is actually a poorly written ‘hooked’ resh, made evident by the semblance of a horizontal stroke at the end of the
glyph. Accordingly, #18 is not the ‘hooked’ resh, but the downward turned final aleph / nun. Therefore, the values for #18 and
#19 should be reconsidered.
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The attestation of the complete repertoire in U 40 is also significant for palaeographical reasons. After the
9th century, writing practices led to the merger of some letters, resulting in an abridgement of the script by
the 14th century. Therefore, U 40 provides insight into the original shapes and arrangement of the letters.
A repertoire of the Uyghur script of the 11th century is attested in the  ديوان لغات التركDīwān lughāt alturk,
a dictionary of Turkic languages compiled by the KaraKhanid scholar Mahmud Kashgari (see fig. 2–3). An
excerpt from the text shows Old Uyghur letters (black ink) with their Arabic analogues (red ink):

The repertoire is aleph, beth, gimel, waw, zayin, heth, yodh, kaph, lamedh, mem, nun, samekh, pe, sadhe,
resh, shin, taw, ‘hooked r’. The inventory is noteworthy because the Arabic transliteration provides a sense
of the phonetic values of Uyghur letters during this time period in the KaraKhanid Khanate. It also, indicates
that the Uyghur script may have been written horizontally with Arabic text during this period.
The following description of the changes to the Old Uyghur repertoire is based upon Clauson (1969: 109–
110) and details provided by Dai Matsui (personal communication, August 2018–January 2019):
9th century
•
•
•
•
•

palaeographic shapes of all 18 letters are distinguishable in good manuscripts
samekh and shin are distinctive
initial and medial aleph and nun are distinguishable
initial and medial gimel and heth are indistinguishable
two dots above heth for representing /q/ or /x/

11th century
•
•
•
•

samekh and shin become indistinguishable and represented using shin
when necessary, two dots beneath samekh for representing shin
aleph and nun become difficult to distinguish
final nun indistinguishable from zayin without a dot over the former

14th century
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

only kaph, lamedh, mem, pe, ‘hooked’ resh remain distinctive
beth and yodh begin to merge and become indistinguishable
in some instances sadhe is indistinguishable from beth / yodh
gimel/heth is indistinct from consecutive aleph/nun without usage of diacritics
medial and final taw indistinguishable from the sequence wawnun unless the nun is dotted
samekh / shin difficult to distinguish from gimel / heth
resh begins to become indistinguishable from consecutive aleph and/or nun;
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Identifiying a complete repertoire of ‘the’ Old Uyghur script in order to develop a Unicode encoding that
may be used for representing all attested texts requires an understanding of the periodization of the script
and its development. Given the ambiguities of letterforms in the script by the 14th century, the repertoire
and letterforms for the Unicode repertoire for Old Uyghur should be based upon the earliest sources in order
to enable the complete representation of texts in the script.

𐽵

𐽶

𐽷

𐽸

𐽹

𐽺

𐽻

𐽽

𐽾

𐽿

𐾀

𐾁

𐾂

𐾃

𐾄

𐽼



𐽴

𐺂

𐽰



The inventory of the Old Uyghur script of the 9th century, as exhibited in U 40 — and as per my observation
in the above footnote – would be displayed as follows when rendered in a basic digitized font, whose glyphs
have been designed after analyzing distinctive letterforms across a variety of primary sources:

4.4 Styles of the script
The styles of the Uyghur script are classified into three broad categories: square, semisquare, semicursive,
and cursive. The square styles were the basis for the blockprint styles.
Uyghur ‘square’ style
Mainz 119

Mainz 841

Pelliot
Ouïgour 13

Mainz 819

8

Mainz 896

U 1071
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Uyghur ‘cursive’ style
U 499

U 560

U 456

U 558

Uyghur blockprint styles
U 387

U 7008

Mainz 801

U 343

9

U 496

PEALD 6r
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5 Encoding model
5.1 Repertoire
The proposed encoding for Old Uyghur provides a unified block for encoding typical texts in the script. The
encoded repertoire is based upon the full attested alphabet in manuscripts such as U 40 and Kashgari, and
also upon the repertoire used in modern printed facsimilies of Uyghur manuscripts, such as Müller 1908 (see
table 3). Although the letters used in block prints may be considered a ‘standard’ following the implications
of ‘printing’, such documents were produced after the 14th century. Thus, these documents represent the
later Uyghur script and do not maintain the palaeographic distinctions between all letters. Therefore, it is
not practical to rely upon block prints repertoires as the basis for a complete encoding for Old Uyghur.
The proposed repertoire contains 37 characters: 21 letters, 7 combining signs, 6 punctuation signs, 1 stem
extending sign, 1 ornamentalterminal sign, and 1 editorial sign. The code chart and names list follows
p. 11.
It provides a means for handling some of the complexities introduced by the ambiguous usage of a single
glyph for multiple letters in block prints and cursive texts. For example, it includes distinctive characters for
aleph and nun, as well as a merged form that may be used when a single letter is used for both. That said,
the encoding does not aim to reconcile all ambiguities that result from cursive writing, but rather is guided
by the attestations of carefullywritten texts, as well as modern printed facsimiles.
Alternate forms of some letters have been encoded as atomic characters on the basis of semantic distinctions.
This approach eliminates the need for using variation selectors or font changes for such contrastive usage.
Diacritics are encoded as combining signs to be used with base letters.

5.2 Representative glyphs
In Unicode, the representative glyphs for most cursive joining scripts are based upon the final form of the
letters. However, the Uyghur repertoires in U 40 and by Kashgari show the independent forms of the letters,
which suggests a tradition of representing the script in this fashion. Therefore, the independent forms of the
proposed letters are selected as the representative glyphs. The printed facsimilies in Muller (1908) contains
nearly all contextual forms of the letters (see table 3) The representative glyphs have been designed to reflect
the general aesthetics of the blockprint style.

5.3 Joining model
The model is based upon that used for cursive joining scripts in Unicode. Each letter of the script is included
in the encoded repertoire, with representative glyphs based upon the independent shape. The contextual
forms of each letter are produced using a shaping engine, which substitutes the atomic letter with the appro
priate positional glyph.
The encoded set may contain characters that are not included in traditional and scholarly inventories of the
script. Similarly, other characters may not be included, such as contextual forms of letters, etc. Such diver
gences naturally arise from the requirements of developing characterencoding standards and the distinctions
between characters and glyphs. The repertoire is sufficient for representing the majority of Old Uyghur texts.
There are other diacritics, punctuation, digits, and other symbols, that require additional research before be
ing proposed for encoding in the future.
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5.4 Character names
The names of Old Uyghur letters are based upon the original Sogdian letters, which in turn reflect the an
cestral Aramaic names. Throughout this proposal, italics are used for scholarly names for graphemes, while
small capitals indicate Unicode character names, eg. 𐾰 is referred to as the grapheme aleph and the Uni
code character OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH. For brevity, in references to the Unicode character, the descriptor
‘OLD UYGHUR’ may be dropped, eg. OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH is truncated to ALEPH. Characters of other
scripts are designated by their full Unicode names. Latin transliteration of Old Uyghur follows the current
scholarly convention.

𐾱

The descriptors ‘right’ and ‘left’ in the character names refer to the orientation of terminals or the placement
of diacritics with respect to the base letter in the traditional vertical orientation of the script. In horizontal
contexts, ‘right’ should be interpreted as ‘down’, and ‘left’ as ‘up’. For example, letters that possess a ‘left’
tail would be oriented such that the tail extends ‘upwards’, eg.
ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL would appear as
𐾱 in horizontal contexts. Similarly, the signs labeled ‘right’ would be placed below the base, and the signs
labeled ‘left’ would occur ‘above’ the base letter, eg. in horizontal layout the ◌𐾅 COMBINING DOT RIGHT
would appear as ◌𐿅, a ‘belowbase’ sign.

6 Proposed repertoire
6.1 Letters

γ, x, q
w
z, ž
x, q

𐾰

β

𐾱

 , n

𐾲



right

𐾳



right

dual

𐾴

ʾ

dual

dual

𐾵

Latin

dual

𐾶

Joining

dual

OLD UYGHUR LETTER ZAYIN

𐾷

Glyph

dual

OLD UYGHUR LETTER FINAL HETH

𐾸

Character name

right

OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL
OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH WITH RIGHT TAIL
OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPHNUN
OLD UYGHUR LETTER BETH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER GIMELHETH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER WAW
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ʾ
ʾ
ʾ

𐾹

dual

𐾺

dual

𐾻

dual

𐾼

dual

𐾽

dual

𐾾

dual

𐾿

dual

𐿀

dual

𐿁

dual

OLD UYGHUR LETTER SHIN

𐿂

dual

OLD UYGHUR LETTER TAW

𐿃
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dual

𐿄
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dual

OLD UYGHUR LETTER YODH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER KAPH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER LAMEDH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER MEM
OLD UYGHUR LETTER NUN
OLD UYGHUR LETTER SAMEKH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER PE
OLD UYGHUR LETTER SADHE
OLD UYGHUR LETTER RESH

OLD UYGHUR LETTER LESH

y
k
δ
m
n
s, š
p
c
r
š
t
l

6.1.1 aleph and nun
The 𐾰 aleph and 𐾽 nun are distinctive letters of the script. They are derived, respectively, from Sogdian
𐼰 aleph and 𐼻 nun. Palaeographically, the body of the Uyghur aleph is triangular and has a sharp point at the
top left; while the Uyghur nun is rounded. These two letters present some challenges for character encoding.
In some texts their shapes are contrasted in all positions; in others, the distinctions between them are less
evident in some positions. It is significant to note that the contrast between aleph and nun is maintained in
the printed reproductions of Uyghur manuscripts in Müller’s Uigurica, published in 1908 (see fig. 48). A
description of the letters in various positions is given below:
• Independent The independent 𐾰 aleph and 𐾽 nun are attested in U 40 and by Kashgari. The
independent aleph appears commonly (see fig. 13), and has the following alternate forms:
– A wordfinal aleph may be written independently, detached from the previous letter, regardless
of the joining behavior of the latter (see fig. 14). It is written using the regular independent form
𐾰 or the alternate 𐾱 with a vertical terminal. In some cases, the two are used concurrently
12
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for distinguishing between final a (𐾰) and ä or e (𐾱), see fig. 4; also see forms used for a
in fig. 7. The 𐾱 is not used for nun.
– The independent 𐾰 aleph is represented in some documents using the ‘toothed’ form  (see
fig. 13). This stylistic variant resembles the letter 𐾺 kaph. When the  variant is used, the
𐾱 takes also take the ‘toothed’ shape 𐹾. The ‘toothed’ variants  / 𐹾 of independent
aleph should be handled as a stylistic set when used in place of 𐾰 / 𐾱. These ‘toothed’ forms
are not used for nun.
• Initial The initial 𐺇 aleph and  nun are preserved in carefully written texts, such as Mainz 126 and
Pelliot Ouïgour 13 (see fig. 15), and printed facsimiles (see fig. 12). In other documents where contrast
between the letters is not well maintained, the initial form of aleph may resemble that of nun; or initial
nun may resemble aleph; or the two may be written using a generic shape that approximates their
structures, such as 𐹼.
• Medial In Müller (1908), there is a clear distinction between the medial 𐺅 aleph and medial  nun,
where the former is more hooked and shorter than the latter (see fig. 12). It appears that the letters are
contrasted (see fig. 16) in some documents. However, the medial forms are not contrasted consistently.
Some ambiguity may be ascribed to the thick strokes that are characteristic of some scribal practices, or
to the cursive aspects of such practices where there is less consideration for producing letters carefully.
In such cases the medial form of both letters is written using a shape resembling that of aleph or nun,
or a generic shape such as 𐹻.
• Final In Müller (1908), there is a clear distinction between the final 𐺄 aleph and final  nun,
where the former is more hooked and shorter than the latter, and the latter is characterized by a slightly
curved terminal (see fig. 12). However, in several manuscripts and block prints, the final forms of
both letters are written using the forms  or 𐹺 or a swash variant in which the body of the letter
forms a curved stroke with the terminal. However, in some block prints it appears that the finals are
differentiated: the body of final 𐹹 aleph is triangular with points at east and south (from a vertical
perspective), while the final 𐹸 nun is slanted eastward (see fig. 17). The difference is supported by
the chart in fig. 8 showing the forms of Uyghur letters used in the inscription at Juyong Guan pass.
Whether or not 𐹹 is in fact distinct from 𐹸, the highly similar structures of these glyphs lend
themselves to being interpreted as the same letter, and in several documents, that is the case.
Nonetheless, there are exceptions for final aleph, which are as follows:
– Following kaph or pe In these contexts aleph is written using the independent form 𐾰, eg.
𐾰 k , as is the convention for penultimate kaph (see § 7.1.1). This final form occurs concur
ʾ
rently with the regular final aleph, and is attested in manuscripts and block prints (see fig. 18).
In documents where the  / 𐹾 ’toothed’ form of independent aleph, described above, is used
instead of the regular independent form 𐾰, it is used with kaph and pe as well:  / 𐹾 k
,  / 𐹾 p (see fig. 18), compare to 𐾰 k , 𐾰 p . Such contextual glyph variation
ʾshould
ʾ
ʾ
ʾ
be considered conventional behavior.
– The aleph is also written as 𐾲 when final, and occurs concurrently with the regular final aleph
(𐺄, 𐹹) in several manuscripts. This form has both semantic and stylistic functions. It is
used in the middle of words as a morphological separator (Matsui, personal correspondence,
November 2018; see also fig. 14). Also, it is used at the end of a line or at a text margin when
there is limited space for the horizonal terminal of the 𐾰 aleph.
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• Disambiguation Due to the ambiguity of these two letters in some documents, the ◌𐿈 is written above
nun in order to distinguish it from aleph, compare  vs 𐾰 for /n/ and /a/, respectively (see § 8.2).
The various forms of aleph and nun are summarized in the table below:

𐺄

𐺅

𐺇

𐺂

—

𐹹

—







𐹺

𐹻

𐹼

regular

—

𐹸

nun

—

𐾽

variants

Xi

𐾰

alternate

Xm

𐾱

regular
𐾲

aleph

Xf

𐹾


Xn

𐾳

variant
merged

The ambiguity posed by the loss of contrast between aleph and nun in medial and final positions in various
sources adds complexity for uniquely encoding characters that have distinct shapes in some contexts, but
that have similar or identical shapes in others. Despite the fact that the rendering of aleph and nun using
a single glyph in various contexts is an inherent aspect of some styles of the writing system, the encoding
model should enable a means for uniquely encoding a string containing aleph and nun such that there is a
onetoone correspondence between a glyph and the identity of the underlying character.
The encoding model for aleph and nun should enable representation of the following in plain text:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the distinctive independent 𐾰 aleph and 𐾽 nun
the distinctive initial forms 𐺇 aleph and  nun
the distinctive medial forms 𐺅 aleph and  nun
the shared initial form 𐹼 for aleph and nun
the shared medial form 𐹻 for aleph and nun
the shared final form 𐾳 for aleph and nun
the alternate independent form 𐾱 of aleph
the contextual substitution for 𐾰 aleph following penultimate kaph and pe
the alternate final form 𐾲 of aleph
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Given the above, the following model is practical for encoding aleph and nun:

right

NUN

dual





ALEPHNUN

dual

𐹼

𐺇

ALEPH WITH RIGHT TAIL

𐹻

𐺅

right

𐾽

𐾰

ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL

𐺄

𐾱

dual

𐾰

—

—

𐺂

ALEPH

𐾱

Xi

𐾲

Xm

𐾽

Xf

𐺄

Xn

—

—

• This approach follows the typical model for cursive joining scripts and can fully represent all occur
rences of aleph and nun.
• It encodes the palaeographical forms aleph and nun as separate characters.
• It also encodes a generic unified alephnun to be used in cases where the forms of the two letters are
not contrasted.
• Alternate forms are represented as atomic letters, without need for variation selection or font switching.
• The ‘toothed’ forms  / 𐹾 of aleph are to be treated as stylistic variants of 𐾰 / 𐾱.
• The final forms 𐹹 aleph and 𐹸 nun used in block prints are to be treated as stylistic variants.
6.1.2 beth
The regular final form of beth is 𐺊, however, the final is also written as 𐺈 (see fig. 19). The leftward
orientation of the tail is used likely for distinguishing 𐾴 beth from 𐾹 yodh when there is a limitation
of space for extending the final stroke of the former. Such distinctions are necessary in blockprint styles,
where nonfinal forms of beth and yodh are highly identical. However, the 𐺈 is a glyphic variant and is not
proposed for separate encoding. In plaintext representations, usage of 𐺊 for final beth is sufficient.
Although, beth and yodh have distinctive shapes (see fig. 20), in some documents they may be written with
a similar glyph in medial position. In such cases, the value of the ambiguous sign may be determined by
morphological contexts. But a note regardingg the handling of such ambiguity has been given in § 6.1.12.
6.1.3 gimel and heth
As evidenced by the inventory in U 40, these two letters are distinguished in independent and final positions
using the glyphs 𐾵 and 𐾸, respectively, but they have the same 𐺏 initial and 𐺎 medial forms (also see
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fig. 21). For this reason, the following model is proposed for representing these letters:
• The letters gimel and heth are unified as the dualjoining letter 𐾵 GIMELHETH.
• To represent final heth when it is distinguished from gimel, the rightjoining letter 𐾸 FINAL HETH is
proposed for encoding.
• The diacritics ◌𐿈 and ◌𐿉 may be placed above 𐾵 and 𐾸 for representing the sounds /q/ and /x/, eg. 𐺐,
𐺔, ,  (see § 8.2).
6.1.4 zayin
The representative form 𐾷 of zayin is based upon the shape used in formal and blockprint styles (see fig. 22).
The glyphic variant 𐺬 ‘sawtooth’ form occurs in some documents (see fig. 11).
In some sources zayin is distinguished using the diacritics ◌𐿅 and ◌𐿆, eg. 𐺤 and 𐺨, in order to indicate /ž/ (see
§ 8.2).
6.1.5 kaph
The regular final form of kaph is , however, the final is also written as  (see fig. 23). Both forms
may occur concurrently within a document, but as there is no semantic difference between  and , the
latter should be considered a stylistic variant. There is no need to encode it as a separate character. In digital
plaintext representations, usage of the regular  in place of  is acceptable.
6.1.6 mem
As attested in the inventory in U 40, the mem has two distinctive graphemes: 𐾼 and . These are the
independent and final forms, respectively. Following the cursive joining model, the final form would be
rendered when mem occurs in final position in a string.
6.1.7 samekh and shin
As shown in U 40, the letters 𐾾 samekh (/s/) and 𐿂 shin (/š/) are palaeographically distinctive letters in the
script. The two letters are distinguished by the fact that samekh is written using two strokes (the first with a
rightsloping downward angle and the second as a leftward curve extending from the midpoint of the first),
while shin is a single stroke (rightsloping downward angle with a sharp pivot to the left) (see fig. 24). An
example of distinctive forms of the letters in final position is shown in fig. 25. By the 11th century, both
letters were written using a similar glyph (see fig. 9). The form for samekh / shin in documents from this
time is based upon the simpler 𐿂 shin instead of 𐾾 samekh. In such contexts, the diacritic ◌𐿆 is applied to
𐿂 shin to express /š/, eg. , or ‘marked’ or ‘dotted’ shin (see § 8.2).
6.1.8 pe
In various manuscripts and block prints, final  pe is rendered as the ornamental form 𐼍 (see fig. 26).
The latter appears to occur at the end of line at the end of a section or a text. Although it is graphically
distinct, it may be considered a stylistic variant of the regular final pe. However, there is some evidence that
the ornamental terminal may in fact be a separate grapheme 𐼎, which would mean that 𐼍 is actually
16
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a sequence of nonfinal pe and the spacefilling sign 𐼎. This sign has been encoded as a combining sign
(see § 6.5).
6.1.9 sadhe
The regular final form of sadhe is , however, the final is also written as  (see fig. 27). Both forms
may occur concurrently within a document, but, as there is no semantic difference between  and , the
latter should be considered a stylistic variant. There is no need to encode it as a separate character. In digital
plaintext representations, usage of  for final sadhe is sufficient.
6.1.10

taw

The body of the initial form 𐼃 of taw sits below the baseline, as compared to its medial 𐼁 and final 𐼀
forms. This practice is exhibited in manuscripts and block prints, and may be accepted as normative behavior.
The depth of the body of the initial form differs by source. In some cases, the final stroke of the loop meets
the stroke of the next letter at the baseline. In other sources, where the terminal looped stroke of taw connects
with the initial vertical that produces the spine of the letter, the following letter connects to the initial taw
where the spine of the taw meets the baseline.
The regular final form of taw is 𐼀, however, the final is also written as  (see fig. 28). Both forms may
occur concurrently within a document, but as As there is no known semantic difference between the forms,
the variant  should be considered a stylistic variant. There is no need to encode it separately
6.1.11 lesh
The letter 𐿄 represents the sound /l/. It is derived from 𐽄 U+ 10F44 SOGDIAN LETTER LESH, which is known
as ‘hooked r’ (see Pandey 2016b for details). The Uyghur 𐿄 has been assigned the name ‘LESH’, following
the name for the corresponding Sogdian letter. This is not a historical name, but one suggested by modern
scholars as it aligns with the Aramaic name resh, from which it is ultimately derived. The alias ‘hooked r’
has been specified in the names list.
6.1.12

Note on handling ambiguity for pairs of letters

The following pairs of letters have similar forms in some texts. They should be represnted in encoded text
as follows:
• aleph and nun Use the regular letters ALEPH and NUN when letterforms can be distinguished, and the
unified character ALEPHNUN when the letterform is ambiguous, eg. in medial or final position.
• beth and yodh Use the regular letters BETH and YODH when letterforms can be distinguished; use the
character that best resembles the glyph used for both letters in the given source.
• gimel and heth Use the unified letter GIMELHETH, but use FINAL HETH for representing the alternate
form as necessary.
• samekh and shin Use the regular letters SAMEKH and SHIN when letterforms can be distinguished; use
the character that best resembles the glyph used for both letters in the given source.
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Note on variation in terminal orientation

The following letters have attested variations in the orientation of their terminals:

taw

𐾲

𐾱
𐺈

𐼍

𐾴
𐾺



sadhe



pe

𐾿

kaph

,

𐿀

beth

alternate

𐿃

aleph

𐾰

regular

There are various possible explanations for such variation:
• Spacing adjustment When letters with downward terminals occur at a margin with insufficient space
to produce the regular elongated stroke, the terminal is curved to the left. In such cases, the direction
of the tail has no semantic difference.
• Stylistic preference In some documents written in a highly cursive style, a scribe may have preferred
to use rightward tails instead of downward terminals for all relevant letters, as a matter of preference.
However, such an explanation may not bear relevance for early documents, where there is intentional
alternation between convention and variant terminals.
• Intentional alternation A scribe or blockprinter may have explicitly chosen to use a variant termi
nal instead of the conventional stroke. Such a conclusion may be drawn by the occurrence of both
conventional and variant strokes in positions along a line other than at the end. Intentional alternation
is also evident in cases where both the conventional and variant forms are used simultaenously in a
document in independent contexts; this occurs frequently with aleph.
At present only the alternate forms of aleph are proposed for encoding as separate characters. The alternate
pe may be represented using a sequence of the letter and a combining sign for the ornamental terminal. The
other alternate final forms are to be treated as glyphic variants. If a semantic difference between a variant
and regular form is identified, then the variant form may be considered for encoding at that time.
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6.2 Combining signs
The following combining signs are used for disambiguation and representation of new sounds (see § 8.2):
Character name

Glyph

OLD UYGHUR COMBINING DOT RIGHT

◌𐾅

OLD UYGHUR COMBINING TWO DOTS RIGHT

◌𐾆

OLD UYGHUR COMBINING THREE DOTS RIGHT

◌𐾇

OLD UYGHUR COMBINING DOT LEFT

◌𐾈

OLD UYGHUR COMBINING TWO DOTS LEFT

◌𐾉

OLD UYGHUR COMBINING THREE DOTS LEFT

◌

OLD UYGHUR COMBINING HAMZA LEFT

◌

These signs are used as follows:
• The signs ◌𐿅, ◌𐿆, etc. are analogous to Sogdian diacritics, eg. ◌𐽆 U+ 10F46 SOGDIAN COMBINING DOT
BELOW and ◌𐽇 U+ 10F47 SOGDIAN COMBINING TWO DOTS BELOW. They are commonly used for differ
entiating between letters whose shapes are similar in particular styles of the script, and for indicating
sounds for which distinctive letters do not exist in the script. These signs are commonly used with
nun, gimel, zayin, heth, and samekh.
• The signs ◌𐿊, ◌𐿇, and ◌𐿋 were used in later documents of an administrative nature for representing non
Turkic sounds, especially those occuring in words of Arabic origin (see fig. 29). In such documents
they occur with the letters gimel, heth, and samekh.
In Uyghur manuscripts, dot diacritics appear as elongated strokes, which are reflective of the scribal aesthet
ics of the script. In some manuscripts these diacritics are written as true dots or squared dots. Despite the
variations in their shapes, these signs are palaeographically dots, and therefore, it is appropriate to refer to
them as such in the names for the proposed character.
These signs function similarly to the nuqṭa diacritic, which is used in Brahmibased scripts for representing
sounds foreign to Indic languages, eg. ◌़ U+ 093C DEVANAGARI SIGN NUKTA. While it may be possible
to encode combinations of base letter + combining sign as atomic letters, it is practical to avoid such an
approach. Encoding such atomic letters is strongly not recommended as there are other combining signs
used in Old Uyghur manuscripts, which have not been fully investigated for the present proposal. It is quite
likely that additional combining signs will need to be encoded. As a result, it will be necessary to encode new
sets of atomic letters for each every base letter + combining sign combination when a new combining sign
is added to the repertoire. The proposed approach of using combining signs follows the model for Sogdian,
from which Old Uyghur is derived.
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There are other signs, such as ◌𐽑 (‘ring right’, as it would appear in a conventional vertical context, or ◌𐽐
in a horizontal context), which are used in some documents for transcription. Erdal (1984) describes some
diacritic signs used for diambiguation and transliteration of Arabic in administrative documents in the Old
Uyghur script of the 11th century from Yarkand. Clark (2010) also describes some signs used in the Old
Uyghur manuscript of the Kutadgu Bilig, an 11th century Karakhanid work by Yusūf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib. Further
research is required to determine the complete set of these signs and the method for encoding them. These
additional combining signs may be added to the proposed block in the future.

6.3 Punctuation signs
The following signs are used for punctuation (see fig. 31 for examples):
Character name

Glyph

OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION BAR



OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION TWO BARS



OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION TWO DOTS



OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION FOUR DOTS



OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION FIVE DOTS



OLD UYGHUR SECTION MARK



The signs ,  are common forms of punctuation (see Knüppel 2002). They are used for delimiting text
segments of various lengths, such as sentences. When these two signs are used together,  indicates smaller
segments, while  closes longer sections (see fig. 36, 40). The sign  is also used as a general delimiter.
When it occurs in documents where  is used, it represents short segments of text and may function as a
comma or semicolon.
The signs  and  are used for indicating the end of larger portions of text. In some documents,  is used in
place of , especially in cases of minimal punctuation. The sign  generally indicates the end of a section
or the completion of a text. While this sign is similar to the generic ⁘ U+ 2058 FOUR DOT PUNCTUATION
already encoded in Unicode, the Old Uyghur  is used in a vertical environment and is, therefore, proposed
for encoding as a scriptspecific character.
Similarly, the  is used as a general sign of punctuation and decoration, for example in fig. 37. It seems
to have been borrowed from Sogdian scribal traditions; however, it is encoded as a scriptspecific sign on
account of directional considerations.
The  is used in the Juyong Pass inscription as a section mark.
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6.4 Stem extender
The following character is used for extending the baseline (see § 8.3 for details). It is used as a typographic
filler and also for indicating a suffix that is separated from the stem. The stemextending sign is defined as
a leftjoining character.
Character name

Glyph


OLD UYGHUR STEM EXTENDER

6.5 Ornamental terminal
The following character is used for representing an ornamental terminal, eg. the final 𐼍 pe written at the
end of a line (see fig. 26). In the available materials, this terminal occurs only with pe. Von Gabain shows the
sign in her chart of the script as a “Zeilenfüller” (German “rowfiller”; see fig. 7). The proposed ornamental
terminal is defined as a leftjoining character.
Character name

Glyph


OLD UYGHUR ORNAMENTAL TERMINAL

6.6 Editoral sign
The following editorial sign is used in manuscripts:
Character name
OLD UYGHUR DELETION MARK

Glyph
◌

When written beneath a word or letter, this sign indicates that the respective text is an error and is to be
omitted. The correct word is generally written after the mispelled word (see fig. 30).

6.7 Word boundaries
There is clear demarcation of word boundaries using spaces in block prints and manuscripts. In
This generally applies to manuscripts, as well. However, in numerous manuscripts the terminal of a final let
ter may connect with the initial letter of the following word. In such cases, the word boundary is identifiable
by the elongation of the final stroke. Such stroke elongation may be a spacefilling calligraphic technique;
there is no joining behavior between such a final letter and the following initial letter. In plain encoded text,
a space is expected after the final letter in such cases.
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6.8 Linebreaking
There are no formal rules for the breaking of Old Uyghur text at the end of line. Moreover, the available
sources do not contain text with linebreaks for words. It may be assumed that words were not split at line
boundaries. There are no indications of hyphens or other continuation marks. In digital layouts, linebreaks
should occur occur after words.

6.9 Collation
The sort order for Old Uyghur follows the encoded order:

𐽰 ALEPH < 𐽱 ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL < 𐽲

ALEPH WITH RIGHT TAIL < 𐽳 ALEPHNUN <

𐽴 BETH < 𐽵 GIMELHETH < 𐽶 WAW < 𐽷 ZAYIN < 𐽸 FINAL HETH < 𐽹 YODH <
𐽺 KAPH < 𐽻 LAMEDH < 𐽼 MEM < 𐽽 NUN < 𐽾 SAMEKH < 𐽿 PE < 𐾀 SADHE <
𐾁 RESH < 𐾂 SHIN < 𐾃 TAW < 𐾄 LESH
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7 Joining behavior
The contextual forms of dualjoining letters are shown below:
Dualjoining letters

LESH

𐺇
𐹼
𐺌
𐺏
𐺠










𐼃

𐺅
𐹻
𐺋
𐺎
𐺟











𐾰
𐾳
















𐺞

𐺍

𐺊

𐾳
𐾴
𐾵
𐾶
𐾹
𐾺
𐾻
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inital

𐼉

TAW

𐼁

SHIN

medial

𐼈

RESH



SADHE



PE

𐼀

SAMEKH

final

𐼇

NUN

𐾼

MEM

𐾽

LAMEDH

𐾾

KAPH

𐾿

YODH

𐿀

WAW

𐿁

GIMELHETH

𐿂

BETH

𐿃

ALEPHNUN

𐿄

ALEPH

𐾰

independent
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The contextual forms of rightjoining letters are shown below:
Rightjoining letters


𐺡

ZAYIN

𐾸

FINAL HETH

𐾷

𐾲

ALEPH WITH RIGHT TAIL

𐺃

ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL

final

𐺂

𐾱

independent

𐺟𐼁𐼈𐺅𐺇

wyγwr
‘üigür’

𐺟𐺎𐺠

𐽴 BETH, 𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽼 MEM, 𐽾 SAMEKH, 𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽽 NUN

𐽶 WAW, 𐽹 YODH, 𐽵 GIMELHETH, 𐽶 WAW, 𐾁 RESH

qwtlwγ
‘qutlug’

𐺍𐺟𐼈𐼁𐺟𐺗

b ms n
ʾ ʾ
‘vamsan’

𐽵 GIMELHETH, ◌ C𐾉 OMBINING TWO DOTS LEFT, 𐾃 TAW, 𐾄 LESH, 𐽶 WAW,

mncwšry
‘mancusari’

𐺟

𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽰 ALEPH, 𐾄 LESH, 𐾃 TAW, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽽 NUN

𐽼 MEM, 𐽽 NUN, 𐾀 SADHE, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽾 SAMEKH, ◌𐾆 COMBINING TWO DOTS RIGHT,

𐺟𐺟

ltwn
ʾʾ‘altun’

𐺅𐼣𐼤𐺌

The shaping engine substitutes the nominal glyph for each letter in the input with the appropriate positional
glyph to produce the expected joined output. In order to illustrate the joining properties of letters, represen
tations of words from Old Uyghur records are given below along with their input strings:

𐽾 SAMEKH, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽻 LAMEDH, 𐽶 WAW, 𐾁 RESH

swδwr
‘sutur’

𐽵 GIMELHETH

𐾁 RESH, 𐽹 YODH
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𐺅𐺎

pwlzwn
‘bolzun’

𐽿 PE, 𐽶 WAW, 𐾄 LESH, 𐽷 ZAYIN, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽽 NUN

pylyk
‘bilig’

𐽿 PE, 𐽹 YODH, 𐾄 LESH, 𐽹 YODH, 𐽺 KAPH

twyk l
ʾ
‘tükäl’

𐼇𐺆𐺟𐼃

𐽿 PE, 𐽶 WAW, 𐾁 RESH, 𐽵 GIMELHETH, 𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽽 NUN

𐾃 TAW, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽹 YODH, 𐽺 KAPH, 𐽰 ALEPH, 𐾄 LESH

tnkry
‘tängri’

𐼃

pwrγ n
ʾ
‘burxan’

𐺟𐺡𐼈

𐽿 PE, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽻 LAMEDH, 𐽹 YODH, 𐽾 SAMEKH, 𐾃 TAW 𐽴 BETH,

𐼅

pwδystb
‘bodisatav’

𐺊𐼁
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𐾃 TAW, 𐽽 NUN, 𐽺 KAPH, 𐾁 RESH, 𐽹 YODH

7.1 Glyph interactions
The following letters have special behaviors when they interact with other letters.
7.1.1 aleph

Alternate

Regular



𐾰
𐾰

Character sequence



When aleph occurs in final position after kaph and pe, it is rendered using a contextual variant. In blockprint
styles, when aleph follows lamedh it is written using a contextual variant. These are shown below:

<KAPH, ALEPH>

<PE, ALEPH>
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7.1.2 waw
In initial and medial position, the tails of kaph and pe attach below the baseline of the following letter, eg.
𐾽 <KAPH, NUN> and 𐾽 <PE, NUN>. When these letters are followed by 𐾶 waw, their tails curve into
the body of the waw to produce a ligature:



<KAPH, WAW>



<PE, WAW>

Unligated
𐺠

Ligated

𐺠

Character sequence

7.1.3 mem
The extender of mem extends below the baseline in initial  and medial  positions. The extender of
medial mem is written at an angle that slopes downward. The shaping of a word containing mem depends
upon the position of the letter within the word:
• Following a wordinitial letter: When a wordinitial letter is followed by mem, the letter is enlarged
and its baseline connects to the extender of mem, while the letter that follows mem joins to the body,
eg. 𐺞𐼶𐼷 <ALEPH, MEM, WAW>.
• Following a noninitial letter: When following after a nonwordinitial letter, it is shifted towards the
baseline and the preceding letter is angled downward in order connect to its extender. In such cases,
the following letter is shifted away from the baseline, eg. 𐺞𐼣𐼤𐺇 <ALEPH, ALEPH, MEM, WAW>.
7.1.4 lesh
When 𐿄 lesh follows letters with elements that extend below the baseline, the hook is detached from lesh
and placed beneath the extension of the previous letter: 𐼆 <KAPH, LESH>, 𐼅 <MEM, LESH>, 𐼆 <PE, LESH>.
Even if lesh does not immediately follow kaph, mem, or pe, its hook may attach to the terminal of the latter
for aesthetic considerations:
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ʾ ʾ

𐺟𐺅𐼣𐼴𐺆

k lm dwk ‘kälmädük’

𐼅

pylyk ‘bilig’

static hook

𐺟𐺅𐼣𐼵𐺆
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8 Encoded representations
8.1 Vowels
In general, all vowels are indicated in Old Uyghur. The representation of vowels follows the basic ‘matres
lectionis’ pattern for Semitic scripts, in which 𐾰 aleph, 𐾶 waw, and 𐾹 yodh are used for indicating vowels.
These letters are combined in digraphs and trigraphs in order to express the rich vowel repertoire of Turkic
languages, as shown below. There is an exception to the rule for writing out all vowels: in some words, the
short /a/ (= /ä/) is not expressed, eg. tängri is written as 𐼃, without an explicit aleph for /ä/.

ō, ȫ, ū, ǖ

𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽶 WAW

𐺅

𐽶 WAW, 𐽹 YODH

𐺅

ö, ü

ö, ü



𐺟𐺇

𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽶 WAW, 𐽹 YODH

o, u



𐺟𐺇

𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽶 WAW

ī, ï̄

𐽹 YODH

𐽹 YODH, 𐽹 YODH

𐺟

𐺇

𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽹 YODH, 𐽹 YODH

i, ï

𐽰 ALEPH

𐽶 WAW

𐺟

𐺇

𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽹 YODH

a, e

𐽰 ALEPH

𐽶 WAW

𐺠

𐺅𐺇

𐽰 ALEPH, 𐽰 ALEPH

ä

𐽶 WAW, 𐽹 YODH

𐺟𐺟

𐺇

𐽰 ALEPH

𐺠

Medial

𐺟𐺟𐺇

Initial

𐽶 WAW, 𐽶 WAW

The final forms of all vowels are represented using the regular final form of aleph, waw, yodh, respectively.
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8.2 Disambiguation and extension of letters
The combining signs enumerated in § 6.2 are written with letters to diambiguate consonants or to represent
consonants for which distinctive letters do not exist. The following forms are attested. Combining signs are
placed after a letter in encoded text:

𐺓

𐺖

𐺗

—

𐽷 ZAYIN, ◌𐾆 COMBINING TWO DOTS RIGHT



—

—

𐽸 FINAL HETH, ◌ C𐾈 OMBINING DOT LEFT

—

—

𐽸 FINAL HETH, ◌ C𐾉 OMBINING TWO DOTS LEFT



𐽽 NUN, ◌ C𐾈 OMBINING DOT LEFT

twodotted heth

q

dotted nun

n

twodotted shin

š





q



dotted heth



ž

𐺔
𐺤

𐺑

twodotted zayin

𐺐

ž

𐺒

𐺕
𐺥
𐺩

—

dotted zayin



–

γ



–

twodotted gimel, heth



𐽵 GIMELHETH, ◌ C𐾉 OMBINING TWO DOTS LEFT

γ

𐺨

Xi

𐽵 GIMELHETH, ◌ C𐾈 OMBINING DOT LEFT

dotted gimel, heth



Xm



Xf



Xn

𐽷 ZAYIN, ◌𐾅 COMBINING DOT RIGHT

𐾂 SHIN, ◌𐾆 COMBINING TWO DOTS RIGHT

8.3 Stem extension

tynlγ lrr
‘tinlaglarr’

𐼌𐼉𐺍𐼈𐼃

In some texts, a space and a short extension of the baseline is used for indicating suffixes. For such cases
the  STEM EXTENDER may be used:

𐾃 TAW, 𐽹 YODH, 𐽽 NUN, 𐾄 LESH, 𐽵 GIMEL,  SPACE,
𐾄 LESH, 𐾁 RESH,  SPACE,
 STEM EXTENDER, 𐾁 RESH

If there is a need to indicate explicitly that the suffix belongs to the preceding word in encoded text, then 
ZWNJ may be used before the STEM EXTENDER instead of a space.
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9 Character Properties
9.1 Core data:
10F70;OLD
10F71;OLD
10F72;OLD
10F73;OLD
10F74;OLD
10F75;OLD
10F76;OLD
10F77;OLD
10F78;OLD
10F79;OLD
10F7A;OLD
10F7B;OLD
10F7C;OLD
10F7D;OLD
10F7E;OLD
10F7F;OLD
10F80;OLD
10F81;OLD
10F82;OLD
10F83;OLD
10F84;OLD
10F85;OLD
10F86;OLD
10F87;OLD
10F88;OLD
10F89;OLD
10F8A;OLD
10F8B;OLD
10F8C;OLD
10F8D;OLD
10F8E;OLD
10F8F;OLD
10F90;OLD
10F91;OLD
10F92;OLD
10F93;OLD
10F94;OLD

UnicodeData.txt

UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR

LETTER ALEPH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER ALEPH WITH RIGHT TAIL;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER ALEPHNUN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER BETH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER GIMELHETH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER WAW;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER ZAYIN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER FINAL HETH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER YODH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER KAPH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER LAMEDH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER MEM;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER NUN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER SAMEKH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER PE;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER SADHE;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER RESH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER SHIN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER TAW;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
LETTER LESH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
COMBINING DOT RIGHT;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
COMBINING TWO DOTS RIGHT;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
COMBINING THREE DOTS RIGHT;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
COMBINING DOT LEFT;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
COMBINING TWO DOTS LEFT;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
COMBINING THREE DOTS LEFT;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
COMBINING HAMZA RIGHT;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
PUNCTUATION BAR;Po;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
PUNCTUATION TWO BARS;Po;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
PUNCTUATION TWO DOTS;Po;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
PUNCTUATION FOUR DOTS;Po;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
PUNCTUATION FIVE DOTS;Po;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
SECTION MARK;Po;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
STEM EXTENDER;Po;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
ORNAMENTAL TERMINAL;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
DELETION MARK;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;

9.2 Linebreak data:

LineBreak.txt

10F70..10F84;AL # Lo [21] OLD
10F85..10F8B;CM # Mn [7] OLD
OLD
10F8C..10F91;AL # Po [6] OLD
10F92;AL
# Po
OLD
10F93;AL
# Po
OLD
10F94;CM
# Mn
OLD

9.3 Property list:
10F94

UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR

LETTER ALEPH..OLD UYGHUR LETTER LESH
COMBINING DOT RIGHT..
COMBINING HAMSA RIGHT
PUNCTUATION BAR..OLD UYGHUR SECTION MARK
STEM EXTENDER
ORNAMENTAL TERMINAL
DELETION MARK

PropList.txt

; Extender # Po

OLD UYGHUR STEM EXTENDER
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9.4 Shaping properties:
10F70;
10F71;
10F72;
10F73;
10F74;
10F75;
10F76;
10F77;
10F78;
10F79;
10F7A;
10F7B;
10F7C;
10F7D;
10F7E;
10F7F;
10F80;
10F81;
10F82;
10F83;
10F84;

OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD
OLD

UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR
UYGHUR

Anshuman Pandey

ArabicShaping.txt

ALEPH; D; No_Joining_Group
ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL; R; No_Joining_Group
ALEPH WITH RIGHT TAIL; R; No_Joining_Group
ALEPHNUN; D; No_Joining_Group
BETH; D; No_Joining_Group
GIMELHETH; D; No_Joining_Group
WAW; D; No_Joining_Group
ZAYIN; D; No_Joining_Group
FINAL HETH; R; No_Joining_Group
YODH; D; No_Joining_Group
KAPH; D; No_Joining_Group
LAMEDH; D; No_Joining_Group
MEM; D; No_Joining_Group
NUN; D; No_Joining_Group
SAMEKH; D; No_Joining_Group
PE; D; No_Joining_Group
SADHE; D; No_Joining_Group
RESH; D; No_Joining_Group
SHIN; D; No_Joining_Group
TAW; D; No_Joining_Group
LESH; D; No_Joining_Group
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10F70

Old Uyghur
10F7 10F8 10F9 10FA
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

𐽰

𐾀

10F70

10F80

𐽱
10F71

10F81

10F91

𐽲

𐾂



10F82

10F92
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𐾃
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𐽴
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𐽵
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𐽷

$𐾇
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B

𐽻
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C

𐽼
10F7C

D

E

F

𐾄

10F74

10F79

A



10F72

10F78

9

10F90

𐾁

10F77

8



𐽽

$
10F94

10F85

10F86

10F87

$𐾈

10F88

$𐾉

10F89

$

10F8A

$

10F8B



10F8C



10F7D

10F8D

10F7E

𐽾

10F8E

𐽿

10F8F

10F7F

10F93





Printed using UniBook™
(http://www.unicode.org/unibook/)

10FAF

Letters
10F70
10F71
10F72
10F73
10F74
10F75
10F76
10F77
10F78
10F79
10F7A
10F7B
10F7C
10F7D
10F7E
10F7F
10F80
10F81
10F82
10F83
10F84

𐽰

𐽱
𐽲

𐽳

𐽴
𐽵

𐽶

𐽷
𐽸

𐽹
𐽺

𐽻
𐽼
𐽽

𐽾

𐽿
𐾀

𐾁
𐾂

𐾃
𐾄

OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL
OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH WITH RIGHT
TAIL
OLD UYGHUR LETTER ALEPH-NUN
OLD UYGHUR LETTER BETH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER GIMEL-HETH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER WAW
OLD UYGHUR LETTER ZAYIN
OLD UYGHUR LETTER FINAL HETH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER YODH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER KAPH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER LAMEDH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER MEM
OLD UYGHUR LETTER NUN
OLD UYGHUR LETTER SAMEKH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER PE
OLD UYGHUR LETTER SADHE
OLD UYGHUR LETTER RESH
OLD UYGHUR LETTER SHIN
OLD UYGHUR LETTER TAW
OLD UYGHUR LETTER LESH

• hooked r

Combining signs
10F85 $𐾅 OLD UYGHUR COMBINING DOT RIGHT
10F86 $𐾆 OLD UYGHUR COMBINING TWO DOTS RIGHT
10F87 $𐾇 OLD UYGHUR COMBINING THREE DOTS
10F88
10F89
10F8A
10F8B

$𐾈
$𐾉
$
$

RIGHT
OLD UYGHUR COMBINING DOT LEFT
OLD UYGHUR COMBINING TWO DOTS LEFT
OLD UYGHUR COMBINING THREE DOTS LEFT
OLD UYGHUR COMBINING HAMZA LEFT

Punctuation
10F8C
10F8D
10F8E
10F8F
10F90
10F91










OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION BAR
OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION TWO BARS
OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION TWO DOTS
OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION FOUR DOTS
OLD UYGHUR PUNCTUATION FIVE DOTS
OLD UYGHUR SECTION MARK

Stem extender
10F92



OLD UYGHUR STEM EXTENDER

Ornamental terminal
10F93



OLD UYGHUR ORNAMENTAL TERMINAL

Editorial mark
10F94 $ OLD UYGHUR DELETION MARK
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PO 13 (fig. 32)

Mainz 126 (fig. 33)

aleph

beth

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

gimel / heth
waw

—

zayin

—

—

yodh

kaph

lamedh

—

—

—

mem

nun

samekh

—

—

pe

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

sadhe
resh

—

shin

—

taw

—

lesh

Table 1: Specimens of letters from manuscripts
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U 387 – U 390 (fig. 35)
aleph

beth

—

—

—

—

gimel / heth
waw
zayin
yodh

kaph
lamedh

—

—

mem
nun

—

samekh

—

pe
sadhe

—

—

—
—

resh

—

shin

taw
lesh

Table 2: Specimens of letters from block prints
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Muller (1908: 36–44)
aleph
beth

—

gimel / heth
waw
zayin

—

—

yodh

kaph

lamedh

mem

nun
samekh

—

pe

sadhe
resh
shin

taw
lesh

Table 3: Specimens of letters from printed facsimilies
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Figure 1: BBAW, U 40, recto. Note the inventory of Old Uyghur letters at the bottom of the folio
(see § 4.3 for additional details).
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Figure 2: A folio from the Dīwān lughāt alturk, written in the 11th century by Mahmud Kash
gari. Note the Old Uyghur repertoire (black ink) with Arabic analogues (red ink). See fig. 3 for a
mnemonic device containing the letters. Image courtesy of Mehmet Ölmez.
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Figure 3: A folio from the Dīwān lughāt alturk, written in the 11th century by Mahmud Kashgari.
Note the Old Uyghur phrase at the top in red ink, which is a mnemonic device containing all letters
of the script. See fig. 2 for a repertoire of the script. Image courtesy of Mehmet Ölmez.
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Figure 4: Representation of Old Turkic sounds in the Orkhon, Arabic, and Old Uyghur scripts (from
Nadeliaev, et al. 1969: xv). Continued in fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Representation of Old Turkic sounds in the Orkhon, Arabic, and Old Uyghur scripts (from
Nadeliaev, et al. 1969: xvi). Continued from fig. 4.
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Figure 6: Table showing letters of the Old Uyghur script (from Kara 1996: 540). See table of
Mongolian letters from the same source in fig. 57.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Old Uyghur, Sogdian, and Manichaean letters (from von Gabain 1950:
17). For clearer examples of Old Uyghur letterforms referenced by von Gabain see the three Old
Uyghur manuscripts, two in the formal script and the third in the cursive script, illustrated and
transcribed in her work, reproduced here in fig. 51–55.
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Figure 8: Table of Old Uyghur characters used in the Uyghur inscription in the multiscript Yuan
dynasty inscriptions at Juyong Guan 居庸關 pass at the Great Wall northwest of Beijing (from Chü
YungKuan 居庸關, “The Buddhist Arch of the Fourteenth Century A.D. at the Pass of the Great
Wall Northwest of Peking”, vol. 1, p. 165; reproduced from West 2006). See photograph containing
an excerpt of the inscription in fig. 47.
Note: there are a few inaccurate assignment of names for graphemes based upon phonetic value.
The glyphs shown for final beth (#16) is actually waw. The likely reason is that final /b/ does not
occur in texts from this period and the original form became obsolete. #13 is unnamed, but it is
clearly zayin. #10 is not lamedh, not daleth, which does not occur in Old Uyghur. #8 is the ‘hooked’
resh (LESH, not lamedh
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Figure 9: Chart showing development and variation in the Old Uyghur script from the 10th through
14th century (from Zieme 1991: 349).
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Figure 10: Comparison of Old Uyghur letterforms (from Coulmas 1996: 526). As stated by Coul
mas, this chart is a copy of that shown in Zieme 1991 (shown here in fig. 9). Although it is an exact
duplicate of Zieme’s chart, Coulmas’s chart is given here as an example of the inclusion of the Old
Uyghur script in general reference handbooks on writing systems.
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Figure 11: Comparison of transliteration schemes for Old Uyghur (from Ölmez 2016).
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Figure 12: Attestations of contrastive forms of aleph (red) and nun (blue) in all positions in a
printed facsimile of an Old Uyghur text (from Müller 1908: 42, 43). Sequences of aleph and nun
are highlighted (magenta), as these clearly show the differences in the medial forms of the letters.
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Example of the regular 𐾰 independent aleph (excerpt from U 2215).

Examples of the alternate form  of independent aleph (excerpt from Mainz 801).

Figure 13: Forms of independent aleph. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise
for layout purposes.
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Usage of 𐾲 ALEPH WITH RIGHT TAIL and 𐾱 ALEPH WITH LEFT TAIL in U 5325. Annotations
produced by Dai Matsui, November 2018.
Figure 14: Alternate forms of final aleph.
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Excerpt from Pelliot Ouïgour 13 showing initial forms of 𐺇 aleph (red) and  nun (blue).

Excerpt from Mainz 126 showing initial forms of 𐺇 aleph (red) and  nun (blue).

Figure 15: Examples of aleph and nun. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise for
layout purposes.
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Figure 16: Examples showing forms of 𐺅 medial aleph (red) and  medium nun (nun), in which the
letters are contrasted to some extent (from von Gabain 1950: 24–25).
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Figure 17: Examples showing contrastive forms of 𐹹 final aleph (red) and 𐹸 final nun (nun);
with contextual variants of final aleph after kaph written as  (green) (from von Gabain 1950:
24–25).
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Excerpt from Pelliot Ouïgour 13 showing the final form of aleph used with kaph (red), compared
with the regular form (blue).

Folio from U 4960 showing the contextual form of aleph used with lamedh.

Figure 18: Examples of contextual variants of aleph. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counter
clockwise for layout purposes.
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Excerpt from U 4708 showing final 𐺊 in bodistb ‘bodhisattva’.

Excerpt from U 4707 showing final beth written using a variant form 𐺈 with leftward tail in bodistb
‘bodhisattva’.

Figure 19: Examples of beth. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise for layout
purposes.

Figure 20: Contrastive representation of beth and yodh (from Müller 1908: 42, 43). The highlighted
word shows the a sequence of medial yodh, beth, yodh.
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Excerpt from U 924 showing distinctive usage final forms of 𐾵 gimel (red) and 𐾸 heth (blue).

Excerpt from PEALD 6a showing final forms of 𐾵 gimel (red) and 𐾸 heth (blue).

Figure 21: Examples of gimel and heth. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise
for layout purposes.
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Excerpt from Pelliot Ouïgour 13 showing a handwritten form of 𐾷 zayin.

Excerpt from Mainz 119 showing a handwritten form of 𐾷 zayin.

Excerpt from U 387 showing a blockprint form of 𐾷 zayin.

Figure 22: Examples of zayin. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise for layout
purposes.
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Usage of the regular final form  of kaph (red) and the alternate final form  (blue) in a
manuscript (excerpt from Pelliot Ouïgour 13)

Usage of the regular final form  of kaph (red) and the alternate final form  (blue) in a
block print (excerpt from U 4301)

Figure 23: Examples of kaph. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise for layout
purposes.
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Figure 24: Excerpt from Pelliot Ouïgour 5 (9th–10th c.) showing the distinction between 𐾾 SAMEKH
and 𐿂 SHIN. Annotations produced by Dai Matsui, August 2018.
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Figure 25: Distinctive final forms of 𐾾 SAMEKH and 𐿂 SHIN (from Müller 1908: 44
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Regular  (red) and ornamental 𐼍 (blue) forms of final pe (excerpt from U 4750)

Regular  (red) and ornamental 𐼍 (blue) forms of final pe (excerpt from U 4162)

Regular  (red) and ornamental 𐼍 (blue) forms of final pe (excerpt from Mainz 34)

Figure 26: Examples of pe. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise for layout
purposes.
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Usage of the alternate  (blue) and regular final  (red) of sadhe in a manuscript (excerpt
from Mainz 302)

Usage of the alternate  sadhe in a manuscript (excerpt from Mainz 393)

Usage of the alternate  (blue) and regular final  (red) of sadhe in a block print (excerpt from U 4680)

Figure 27: Examples of final sadhe. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise for
layout purposes.
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Comparison of the regular final form 𐿃 (red) of taw with the alternate  (blue) and the
sequence waw+nun (magenta) in a manuscript (excerpt from Pelliot Chinois 3046).

Figure 28: Examples of taw. Images have been rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise for layout
purposes.
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Figure 29: Usage of ◌𐿇 (blue), ◌𐿊 (green), and ◌𐿋 (red) for transcribing Arabic in a Old Uyghur
administrative document (from Israpil 2014: plate I).
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Figure 30: Usage of the ◌ deletion mark for indicating error correction in Or. 8212/75, an
Old Uyghur manuscript containing passages of the of the Buddhist text Abhidharmanyāyānusāra
śāstra (from Shōgaito 1988: 207). Note the intralinear text in Han characters.
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The punctuation signs  TWO DOTS and  FOUR DOTS at the bottom margin (Mainz 36).

Figure 31: Examples of punctuation signs
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Figure 32: Pelliot Ouïgour 13.
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Figure 33: Mainz 126.
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Figure 34: Princeton East Asian Library, PEALD 6a, recto. Block print.
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Figure 35: BBAW, U 387 & U 388, recto. Block print.
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Figure 36: BBAW, U 4960, folio 1, recto. Block print. Seal in Han characters.
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Figure 37: BBAW, U 4124. Block print.
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Figure 38: BBAW, U 343, folio 1, recto. Block print.
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Figure 39: BBAW, Mainz 801, middle portion. Block print. Annotations in Central Asian Brahmi.
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Figure 40: BBAW, U 7008. Block print.
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Figure 41: BBAW, Mainz 764, middle. Formal script. Annotations in Central Asian Brahmi.
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Figure 42: BBAW, U 3832, folio 1. Formal script.
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Figure 43: BBAW, Mainz 841, folio 2.
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Figure 44: BBAW, U 924, folio 2.
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Figure 45: BBAW, U 3281, folio 1.
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Figure 46: BBAW, U 456, folio 1.
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Figure 47: Detail of the Old Uyghur text of the multiscript Yuan dynasty Buddhist inscriptions
on the west wall of the Cloud Platform at Juyong Guan 居庸關 pass at the Great Wall northwest of
Beijing. Photograph by Andrew West, 2011.
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Figure 48: Excerpt from a printed edition of Altun Yaruq in the Old Uyghur script (from Müller
1908: 36).
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Figure 49: Excerpt from a printed edition of Ṭišastvustik in the Old Uyghur script (from Radloff
1910: 3).
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Figure 50: Printed edition of Suvarṇaprabhāsa, a Mahayana Buddhist text, in the Old Uyghur script
(from Radlov and Malov 1913: 2–3).
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Figure 51: Transcription of an Old Uyghur manuscript (from von Gabain 1950: 18–19). Continued
in fig. 52.
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Figure 52: Transcription of an Old Uyghur manuscript in a grammar of Old Turkic (from von
Gabain 1950: 20–21). Continued from fig. 51.
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Figure 53: Transcription of an Old Uyghur manuscript in a grammar of Old Turkic (from von
Gabain 1950: 22–23). Continued in fig. 54.
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Figure 54: Transcription of an Old Uyghur manuscript in a grammar of Old Turkic (from von
Gabain 1950: 24–25). Continued from fig. 53.
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Figure 55: Transcription of an Old Uyghur manuscript in a grammar of Old Turkic (from von
Gabain 1950: 26–27).
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Figure 56: Excerpt from Müller’s Uigurica showing Old Uyghur text in a horizontal layout (1910:
93). Note the orientation of the glyphs, turned 90 degrees clockwise in relation to their appearance
in the code chart.
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Figure 57: Table showing letters of the Mongolian script (from Kara 1996: 545). See table of Old
Uyghur letters from the same source in fig. 6.
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Figure 58: Sample Mongolian text (from Kara 1996: 546). Compare the Mongolian block print
with the Old Uyghur block print in fig. 34.
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